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Abstract

The timely understanding of flood extent is critical information for emergency managers during disaster response. Search and

rescue operations require a boundary to reduce fruitless efforts and to prioritize critical or limited resources. However, high-

resolution aerial imagery is often unavailable or lacks the necessary geographic extent, making it difficult to obtain real-time

information about where flooding is occurring. Volunteered geographic information (VGI) is a subset of crowdsourcing and

can be used to disseminate spatially relevant information or request help. In this study, we present a novel approach to map

the extent of urban flooding in Harris County, TX during Hurricane Harvey (August 25-31, 2017) and identify where people

were most likely to need immediate emergency assistance based on a subset of crowdsourced SOS requests. Using the machine

learning software Maximum Entropy (MaxEnt), we predict the spatial extent of flooding based on several physical and socio-

economic characteristics. We compare the results against two alternative flood datasets available after Hurricane Harvey (i.e.,

Copernicus satellite imagery and fluvial flood depths estimated by FEMA), and we validate the performance of the model using

a 15% subset of the rescue requests and Houston 311 flood calls. We find that the model predicts a much larger area of flooding

than was shown by either Copernicus or FEMA when compared against the locations of rescue requests, and that it performs

well using both a subset of rescue requests (AUC 0.917) and 311 calls (AUC 0.929).
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The timely understanding of flood extent is critical 

information for emergency managers during disaster 

response. Search and rescue operations require a boundary 

to reduce fruitless efforts and to prioritize critical or limited 

resources. However, high-resolution aerial imagery is often 

unavailable or lacks the necessary geographic extent, 

making it difficult to obtain real-time information about where 

flooding is occurring. Volunteered geographic information 

(VGI) is a subset of crowdsourcing and can be used to 

disseminate spatially relevant information or request help. In 

this study, we present a novel approach to map the extent of 

urban flooding in Harris County, TX during Hurricane Harvey 

(August 25-31, 2017) and identify where people were most 

likely to need immediate emergency assistance based on a 

subset of crowdsourced SOS requests. Using the machine 

learning software Maximum Entropy (MaxEnt), we predict 

the spatial extent of flooding based on several physical and 

socio-economic characteristics. We compare the results 

against two alternative flood datasets available after 

Hurricane Harvey (i.e., Copernicus satellite imagery and 

fluvial flood depths estimated by FEMA), and we validate the 

performance of the model using a 15% subset of the rescue 

requests and Houston 311 flood calls. We find that the model 

predicts a much larger area of flooding than was shown by 

either Copernicus or FEMA when compared against the 

locations of rescue requests, and that it performs well using 

both a subset of rescue requests (AUC 0.917) and 311 calls 

(AUC 0.929).

STUDY AREA & BACKGROUND

1. Utilize the species distribution model (SDM), MaxEnt, to 

predict probability of flooding at large scales in near-real 

time based on the locations of Harvey rescue requests

2. Estimate flood extent given a 95% test prediction cutoff

3. Test the performance of the model against a subset of 

rescue requests, 311 calls, and flooded roadways

4. Compare the model results against Copernicus satellite 

imagery and post-event riverine flood depths from FEMA

5. Reduce Type II Errors: failure to identify people who are 

impacted by flooding

OBJECTIVES RESULTS CONCLUSIONS

• Model performs well against all three test datasets

Rescue requests (AUC 0.917) 

311 calls (AUC 0.929)

Flooded roadways (AUC 0.721)

• Individually, land use was shown to be the most important 

(AUC: 0.802), followed by watersheds (AUC: 0.767) and 

decade built (AUC: 0.746)

• Capable of rapidly identifying flooding in urban areas at a 

high spatial resolution

• Runs were performed in less than an hour (wall-clock 

time) on a personal computer

• Successful runs could start with as few as 5 requests

• Model fails to represent flooded areas with land uses that 

do not have rescue calls (e.g., parks and undeveloped 

land (areas behind Addicks and Barker dams) 

• Effectiveness of the HDM for identifying flooding in rural 

areas is unknown
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• Hurricane Harvey made landfall as a Category 4 near 

Rockport, TX on August 25, 2017

• Est. return period between 1/1,000 and 1/9,000 years [1]

• Highest recorded rainfall 1,539 mm (60.58 in) near 

Nederland, TX [2]

• Est. damage $125 billion USD [2]

• Largest disaster response in state history; est. >100,000 

high water rescues [3]

• 800,000 households applied for disaster assistance [3]
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DATA & METHODS

Dependent Variable: rescue requests were pulled on August 

30, 2017 (𝑛 = 16,756) and subset for Harris County (𝑛 = 

1,534) [8]

Test the model performance against three VGI datasets:

• 15% of rescue requests (𝑛 = 233) 

• 311 calls (𝑛 = 1,328) [9]

• Flooded roads (𝑛=1,000) [10]

Map flooding above a threshold (p(f) = 0.058) at which 95% 

of the rescue request test samples are predicted to be 

flooded

(a)

(c) (d)

(b)

MaxEnt is an ecological model widely used to predict the 

distribution of a species [4-7]

• Fits the distribution that is closest to uniform (i.e., 

maximizing entropy) given a series of independent 

variables as constraining features

• Predicts the probability of an event based on point 

observations of occurrence and background 

environmental data

• Environmental data (i.e., independent variables) may be 

continuous, categorical, or binomial


